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Institute, 1500 E. Duarte Road, Duarte, California 91010, USA
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cDepartment of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center, California 
NanoSystems Institute, University of California Los Angeles, 405 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles, 
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eDepartment of Microbiology, Immunology, and Molecular Genetics, Jonsson Comprehensive 
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Abstract

Epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) is the most deadly gynecologic malignancy on account of its late 

stage at diagnosis and frequency of drug resistant recurrences. Novel therapies to overcome these 

barriers are urgently needed. TWIST is a developmental transcription factor reactivated in cancers 

and linked to angiogenesis, metastasis, cancer stem cell phenotype, and drug resistance, making 

it a promising therapeutic target. In this work, we demonstrate the efficacy of TWIST siRNA 

(siTWIST) and two nanoparticle delivery platforms to reverse chemoresistance in EOC models. 

Polyamidoamine dendrimers and mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) carried siTWIST into 

target cells and led to sustained TWIST knockdown in vitro. Mice treated with cisplatin plus 

MSN-siTWIST exhibited lower tumor burden than mice treated with cisplatin alone, with most of 

the effect coming from reduction in disseminated tumors. This platform has potential application 
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for overcoming the clinical challenges of metastasis and chemoresistance in EOC and other 

TWIST overexpressing cancers.

Graphical Abstract

siRNA targeting TWIST can be complexed by electrostatic interactions with either a third 

generation polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimer micelle or polyethyleneimine (PEI) coated 

mesopourous silica nanoparticle (MSN). Delivery of the siRNA payload into Ovcar8 cells resulted 

in substantial TWIST knockdown and sensitization of cells to cisplatin treatment. In vivo studies 

demonstrated that MSNs carrying TWIST siRNA combined with cisplatin produced greater 

reduction in tumor burden than cisplatin alone.
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Background

Epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) is one of the leading causes of cancer-related deaths 

among women worldwide, representing a significant unmet therapeutic challenge 1–3. EOC 

accounts for 90% of all ovarian cancers 1; additionally, 70% of women with EOC are not 

diagnosed until the disease is advanced stage 1. The majority of EOC patients respond well 

to first line chemotherapy consisting of a platinum drug and/or paclitaxel. Unfortunately, 

most of these patients relapse with disease that is both metastatic and drug resistant, with 

a five-year survival rate of approximately 20% 3–5. There is therefore an urgent need for 

therapies to prevent both metastatic spread and acquired drug resistance in EOC.

EOC tumors are characterized by high expression levels of epithelial-to-mesenchymal 

transition (EMT) markers such as TWIST, which plays an essential role in cancer metastasis 

(Figure 1A) 6,7. Overexpression of TWIST or changes to its promoter methylation state 

are common in metastatic carcinomas, including EOC 7–9. In addition, TWIST and EMT 

are responsible for regulating chemoresistance and cancer cell stemness 10–12. TWIST 

upregulates EMT effectors such as N-cadherin and vimentin, and downregulates E-cadherin 

(Figure1B) 13. It has been previously shown that knockdown of TWIST target genes 

results in decreased tumor burden and angiogenesis in a melanoma model 14, and reduces 

the invasive phenotype in triple-negative breast cancer 15. However, transcription factors 

such as TWIST are difficult to target with small molecule drugs due to their nuclear 
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localization 16. To circumvent this issue, small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) have become 

increasingly popular. We have designed and validated two therapeutic siRNAs against 

TWIST (Figure 1C), and have evaluated two nanoparticle-based delivery platforms. First, 

we used third generation polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers, and second, we created 

polyethylenimine (PEI) coated mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs). We have previously 

shown effective delivery to tumor cells using both of these modalities, both in vitro and in 

mouse models of melanoma and breast cancer 14,15.

In this study we applied our siRNA-nanoparticle technologies to EOC. We hypothesized 

that nanoparticle delivered anti-TWIST siRNAs would knock down TWIST and sensitize 

cells to chemotherapeutics. We also evaluated the tumor-specific delivery capability of our 

MSNs. By evaluating the effects of TWIST knockdown using MSNs in animal models 

of a metastatic and chemoresistant phenotype, we present an MSN delivery platform for 

siRNA and drug combination therapies to prevent both metastatic spread and acquired drug 

resistance in ovarian and other cancers.

Methods

Cell Culture

A2780R and all derivatives of Ovcar8 were grown in RPMI 1640 (Genesee Scientific, San 

Diego, CA) in a tissue culture incubator at 37°C, 5% CO2, and 90% humidity. Growth 

medium was supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. 

Cells were passaged every 2–4 days using 0.25% trypsin (Genesee Scientific). Where 

indicated, cells were transfected with Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA) 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. A2780R cells are a cisplatin resistant derivative 

of A2780 and were a gift from Dr. John Yim’s lab at City of Hope.

Optimization of Ovcar8 for in vivo use

For mouse experiments, Ovcar8 cells were stably transfected with CMV-p:EGFP-ffluc 

pHIV7 (a gift from Christine Brown at City of Hope) as has been described previously 17. 

This resulted in expression of an eGFP-firefly luciferase (ffluc) fusion protein. To increase 

engraftment efficiency and homogeneity of the cell population, Ovcar8 cells were passaged 

through mice. Ovcar8-GFP+ffluc cells were injected intraperitoneally (IP) and allowed to 

form tumors. Cells were harvested after 37 days and used to establish the Ovcar8-IP line.

siRNA design

siRNAs against TWIST were designed based on shRNAs that were previously 

validated 13,15. Sequences are: si419 guide, 5’-AAUCUUGCUCAGCUUGUCCUU-3’; 

si419 passenger, 5’-GGACAAGCUGAGCAAGAUU-3’; si494 

guide, 5’-UUGGAGUCCAGCUCGUCGCUU-3’; si494 passenger, 5’-

GCGACGAGCUGGACUCCAA-3’. Non-targeting control siRNA (siQ) was AllStars 

Negative Control siRNA, labeled with AlexaFluor-647, from Qiagen (Valencia, CA). For 

in vivo studies, 2’-O-methyluracil and inverted abasic ribose chemical modifications were 

made to the si419 passenger strand, as illustrated in Figure 4A 14.
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PAMAM dendrimer design and delivery

The polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimer used in this study is the YTZ3–5 third 

generation dendrimer, illustrated in Figure 2A and previously described 15,18. To complex 

the dendrimer with siRNA, YTZ3–15 at 240 μM was mixed with 10 μM siRNA 

in OptiMEM Low Serum Medium (Thermo Fisher). Upon complexing with siRNA, 

dendrimers form micelle structures with siRNA at the surface and the hydrophobic tails 

sequestered in the core (Figure 2B) 19. 14.6 μl YTZ3–15 and 10 μl siRNA were used per 

well of a 6-well plate. Final concentrations of YTZ3–15 and siRNA once added to cells were 

1.75 μM and 50 nm, respectively. Where indicated, 3.5 μM YTZ3–15 and 100 nm siRNA 

were used for Ovcar8.

MSN design and delivery

Mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) were synthesized utilizing the sol-gel method as 

described previously 14,20. First, 250 mg 95% cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) 

was dissolved in 120 ml of water with 875 μl 2M sodium hydroxide solution, at 80°C. 

Next, 1.2 ml of 98% tetraethylorthosilicate was added. After 15 min, 300 μl of 42% 

3-(trihydroxysilyl) propyl methylphosphonate was added, and the mixture was stirred 2 hr. 

Particles were collected using centrifugation and washed with methanol. Acidic methanol 

was then used to remove any remaining CTAB surfactants. Zeta potential at 50 μg/mL was 

43.75 mV 14. All chemicals were obtained from Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Particles were 

~120 nm in diameter, with 2.5 nm pores. Low molecular weight (1.8 kD branched polymer) 

polyethyleneimine (PEI) was electrostatically attached to the particle surface to provide a 

positive change to attract negatively charged siRNA 21. To complex siRNA for in vitro 
experiments, 10 μl siRNA at 10 μM was mixed with 70 ul MSNs at 500 μg/ml and 20 μl 

water, and the mixture was incubated overnight at 4°C on a roller. The following day, 100 μl 

of the MSN-siRNA complexes was added to each well of a 6-well plate containing 1900 μl 

normal medium.

Fluorescence Microscopy

To verify cell uptake of the nanoparticle-siRNA complexes, cells were imaged immediately 

before harvesting. Phase images were acquired, as well as fluorescent images to detect 

siQ-AlexaFluor-647. Images were acquired using a Nikon TE-2000S microscope and SPOT 

Advanced software (Diagnostic Instruments, Sterling Heights, MI).

Confocal Microscopy

Ovcar8-IP cells were seeded into a 3.5 cm glass bottom tissue culture dish. Following 

attachment (24 hr), 2 ml of fresh medium replaced the old medium. Next, MSN + siQ 

complexes (labeled with AlexaFluor® 647) were added to the cells in the dish at final 

concentrations of 17.5 ng/μl (MSN) and 50 nM (siQ) and incubated for an additional 48 

hours in a tissue culture incubator. Cells were then treated with LysoTracker Red (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Confocal images 

were obtained using the Zeiss LSM700 Confocal Microscope and ZEN 2012 microscopy 

software (Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany).
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Western Blotting

Following siRNA treatment, cells were pelleted and lysed in RIPA buffer. Protein 

concentration was determined by BCA assay (Thermo Fisher). Following SDS-PAGE, 

protein was transferred to Amersham PVDF membrane (Genesee Scientific) using a BioRad 

Trans-Blot SD semi-dry transfer unit. Blots were then blocked in milk for one hour at 

room temperature or overnight at 4°C. Incubation with primary antibody took place for 

one hour at room temperature or overnight at 4°C. Antibodies were diluted in 5% milk, 

with 0.1–0.2% Tween-20. Antibodies used were TWIST 2c1a (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, 

Dallas, TX) at 1:250–1:500 dilution, β-Actin, A1978 (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) 

at 1:2500–1:5000 dilution; and Horseradish Peroxidase (HRP) conjugated anti-mouse 

secondary antibodies. For film-based westerns, Blue Devil film (Genesee Scientific) and 

ECL Plus chemiluminescent substrate (Thermo Fisher) were used to detect protein. For 

digital westerns, the Syngene Pxi4 digital blot imager and Michigan Diagnostics FemtoGlow 

chemilumescent substrate were used.

Sulphorhodamine B Cell Survival Assays

A2780R or Ovcar8-IP cells were plated in 6 well plates and allowed to adhere overnight. 

The following day, cells were transfected with siQ, si419, or si494 as described above - 

A2780R cells using YTZ3–15 and Ovcar8-IP cells using MSNs. After 48–72 hours, cells 

were transferred to 96 well plates at 5,000 cells per well and allowed to adhere overnight. 

The following day cells were treated with cisplatin at a series of concentrations (cells 

not treated with cisplatin served as controls). After 72 hours, cells were fixed in 10% 

trichloroacetic acid for 1 hour at 4°C, washed with water, and dried. Cells were stained in 

0.4% sulphorhodamine B (SRB) in 1% acetic acid for 15 minutes at room temperature and 

then washed 3–4 times with 1% acetic acid until no further color was present in the wash. 

Any stray SRB on the walls of the wells was removed, and stained cells were dried for 10 

minutes. SRB was solubilized in 10 mM Tris base and color intensity was quantified by 

absorbance at 570 nm. Each condition was normalized to its own untreated control.

Animal Studies

The animal studies conducted in these experiments were done in accordance with a protocol 

approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the City of Hope Beckman 

Research Institute. A total of 48 female NOD.Cg-PrkdcscidIl2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ (NSG) mice (The 

Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME) were used. Ten week old (on average) mice were 

administered an intraperitoneal injection (IP) of 2.5 × 106 Ovcar8-IP cells in 200 μl of RPMI 

media. For all studies, mice were placed into four groups: MSN-siQ, MSN-siQ + cisplatin, 

MSN-si419H, and MSN-si419H + cisplatin (n=4 or n=8). Previous reports show no cellular 

uptake without MSNs 14, thus a siRNA-only group was not added to this study.

Bioluminescent imaging of mice (using Xenogen IVIS 100 biophotonic imaging system, 

STTARR, Toronto, Ontario, Canada) commenced seven days after injection of tumor cells 

in order to ensure engraftment, and continued once a week for four weeks. Mice were 

given a 100 μl IP injection of 20 mg/ml D-Luciferin (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA). Ten 

minutes after the D-luciferin injection, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (2%−5%) and 

placed in the biophotonic imager, and images were taken within two minutes. An alfalfa-free 
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version of the regular rodent diet (alfalfa-free CA-1) was administered to the siQ mice to 

prevent autofluorescence from the regular diet.

IP injections of MSN + siRNA (siQ fluorescently labeled with AlexaFluor® 647 or si419H) 

were conducted one week after the inoculation of Ovcar8-IP cells and done once or twice 

per week for a total of four weeks. Mice received 105 μl of 500 ng/μl MSN complexed 

with 15 μl of 10 μM siRNA per week, divided into one full or two half doses (n=4 and 

n=8, respectively). This is equivalent to 0.04 mg/kg MSN/week. Weekly 3mg/kg IP cisplatin 

injections were given starting two weeks after initial inoculation of cells.

At completion of the experiment, all animals were euthanized via CO2 asphyxiation. Both 

primary tumors and disseminated masses were carefully dissected from adjacent tissue and 

weighed. Mice treated twice weekly with siQ only were imaged for biodistribution studies. 

Tumors, spleen, kidney, uterus and liver were imaged ex vivo to detect the location of both 

the Ovcar8-IP cells and AlexaFluor 647-labeled siQ without the hindrance of the skin and 

fur. Efficacy data is presented from mice dosed once per week with MSN-siRNA.

Statistics

All in vivo data was analyzed using one-way ANOVA with correction for multiple 

comparisons, comparing all groups to MSN-siQ treatment group. Additionally, an unpaired 

t-test with Welch’s correction was used to compare tumor number and weight between 

cisplatin alone and the combination cisplatin + MSN-si419H treatment groups. All analyses 

were done using Prism 6 software (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). * p < .05, ** p < .01, 

*** p < .001, **** p < .0001 throughout. Power analysis demonstrates that 4 mice per group 

has 99% power to detect a 50% difference in means, assuming 25% standard deviation and a 

one-tailed test (alpha = 0.05).

Results

Dendrimer delivered siRNA knocks down TWIST in ovarian cancer cell lines

We have previously showed the efficacy of our siRNAs targeting TWIST (si419 and si494, 

Figure 1C) 14,15. We used Lipofectamine 2000 transfection to test si419 and si494 in 

A2780R cells. Both were able to completely inhibit TWIST expression over the course 

of three days (Figure 1D). In the absence of a carrier, no siRNA enters cells (Figure 

1E), therefore once siRNAs had been validated, we introduced the amphiphilic PAMAM 

dendrimer YTZ3–15 as a delivery vehicle. YTZ3–15 electrostatically attracts negatively 

charged siRNA using the cationic terminal amines (Figure 2A), while the lipid tails mediate 

arrangement into micelles (Figure 2B) 19. In order to verify that dendrimers successfully 

delivered siRNA into target cells, we conjugated YTZ3–15 with AlexaFluor-647 tagged 

siQ control siRNA. Micrographs revealed robust cell uptake of labeled siRNA in both 

A2780R and Ovcar8 cells (Figure 2C). Furthermore, YTZ3–15 delivery of si419 and si494 

successfully knocked down TWIST in both lines, although knockdown in Ovcar8 was 

minimal and required double the usual siRNA-YTZ3–15 dose (Figure 2D).
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TWIST knockdown impacts cisplatin resistance

In order to determine the effect of TWIST knockdown on cisplatin resistance, we performed 

a sulphorhodamine B (SRB) cell survival assay. Following treatment with YTZ3–15-si494, 

cisplatin resistant A2780R cells were sensitized to cisplatin, with approximately one log 

difference in IC50 (Figure 2E).

Mesoporous Silica Nanoparticles as siRNA delivery vehicles

While YTZ3–15 treatment yielded significant TWIST knockdown in A2780R, we wanted 

to explore additional nanocarriers which would be capable of multiple functions (i.e. 

drug delivery and targeting via surface moieties) and have increased efficacy in Ovcar8. 

Following our recent success using mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) to target 

TWIST in vitro and in vivo in melanoma 14, we elected to apply these particles to EOC. 

MSNs coated with polyethyleneimine (PEI) can carry siRNA on their outer surface, and 

contain a pore structure capable of carrying additional cargo, such as cytotoxic drugs (Figure 

3A) 20–22. In addition, MSNs can be modified with controlled release valves and targeting 

moieties, further increasing their appeal 23–28. For the present study, we used PEI coated 

MSNs without additional modifications or drug loading. These particles were of ~120 nm 

diameter with highly uniform size (Figure 3B). We first confirmed that PEI-coated MSNs 

could effectively deliver AlexaFluor-647 labeled siQ to both A2780R and Ovcar8 cells 

(Figure 3C). We found that MSNs required extended incubation with cells to produce 

knockdown as compared to YTZ3–15, but MSN knockdown lasted longer. With MSNs, we 

observed little effect at 24 hours but robust knockdown of TWIST lasting up to one week 

post transfection in both cell lines tested (Figure 3D).

Optimization of siRNAs for in vivo use by chemical modifications

In order to maximize siRNA efficacy in vivo, nuclease degradation of siRNA and immune 

activation by siRNAs must be reduced. Immune reactions are mediated largely by toll-like 

receptors, which respond to varying degrees to different RNA sequence motifs 29. Analysis 

of these motifs revealed that si419’s passenger strand, which would not be incorporated into 

RISC, contained no immune-activating sequences, and this siRNA was therefore selected 

for in vivo experiments. We added additional chemical modifications to the si419 passenger 

strand to create si419 hybrid siRNA (si419H, Figure 4A). In order to promote nuclease 

resistance of the siRNA duplex, 2’-O-methyl and inverted abasic ribose (iaB) modifications 

were added 30,31. iaB also prevents the loading of the passenger strand into RISC, effectively 

increasing the potency of siRNA by ensuring that all duplexes result in binding to TWIST 

mRNA, improving silencing 30.

MSNs deliver siRNA to correct cellular compartment of Ovcar8-IP cells

Ovcar8 cells were selected for further study as their genetic makeup more closely resembles 

that of the typical clinical high grade serous ovarian carcinoma, than the A2780 cell line 

family 32. In order to improve uniform tumor cell engraftment in mice and enable tracking 

of cells in vivo, we passaged Ovcar8 cells through mice and used lentiviral transduction to 

stably express an eGFP firefly luciferase fusion protein (see Methods). This line is hereafter 

referred to as Ovcar8-IP. Confocal microscopy revealed that MSN treatment of Ovcar8-IP 
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cells resulted in siQ accumulating in the late endosomes and lysosomes of the cells, as 

evidenced by colocalization with LysoTracker dye (Figure 4B). These structures are located 

in the perinuclear space, as we have shown previously 14,15. Transfection of Ovcar8-IP cells 

using MSNs and si419H resulted in robust knockdown of TWIST even after 24 hours of 

treatment (Figure 4C). Furthermore, SRB assays revealed sensitization of Ovcar8-IP cells to 

cisplatin following MSN-419H or MSN-419 treatment (Figure 4D). Ovcar8 cells are not as 

cisplatin resistant as A2780R, hence a smaller effect size compared to that seen in Figure 

2E.

MSNs selectively accumulate in disseminated Ovcar8-IP masses

In order to determine if our MSNs targeted tumors in vivo, we performed fluorescent 

imaging of siQ treated mice. Ovcar8-IP cells successfully produced primary tumors (defined 

as those localized to the ovary) and disseminated masses (Figure 5, C and D). This 

pattern of engraftment following IP administration of cells is consistent with the current 

prevailing theory that the site of origin for EOC is the fallopian tube epithelium, and that 

cells migrate to the ovary and peritoneal cavity, giving rise to both large ovarian tumors 

and widely disseminated tumor foci 33–35. MSNs carrying siRNA selectively penetrated 

and accumulated at these primary tumors and disseminated masses, but not in any other 

peritoneal tissue or organ examined (Figure 5, E and F). Note that a tumor focus also 

appears on the liver of this control mouse, to which the MSN-siQ also homed (Figure 5, D 

and F). Tumor uptake of MSN-siQ was greater in disseminated masses than in ovaries, but 

signal is visible on the primary tumors.

Ovcar8-IP tumor growth is inhibited by siTWIST and cisplatin combination therapy

Mice were treated weekly for four weeks with MSN-siQ or MSN-si419H, with or without 

cisplatin. After four weeks of therapy, the negative control (MSN-siQ weekly) mice 

developed significant tumors and produced disseminated masses as shown by relative 

bioluminescent photon flux measurements (Figure 6). The si419H treatment group (MSN-

si419H weekly) produced relatively smaller tumors, with a 30% drop in bioluminescent 

signal after four weeks of therapy in comparison to the controls. The chemotherapy 

only treatment group (MSN-siQ and cisplatin weekly) had a reduction rate of about 

50%, whereas the si419H with cisplatin chemotherapy treatment group (MSN-si419H and 

cisplatin weekly) exhibited an almost 85% decrease in tumor burden as measured by 

bioluminescence (Figure 6). Mice treated with MSN-siRNA twice weekly at half the dose 

failed to show these differences (data not shown).

Tumors collected from the MSN-si419H + cisplatin mice were significantly smaller when 

compared to the tumors from the MSN-siQ control mice (Figure 7, A and C). Furthermore, 

MSN-siQ control mice produced large numbers of disseminated masses and had enlarged 

primary tumors (Figure 7, A and B) in comparison to the MSN-si419H + cisplatin treated 

mice that exhibited no large disseminated lesions. It is important to note that cisplatin + 

MSN-siQ hindered tumor growth by more than 50% (Figure 7, B and C). However, si419H 

and cisplatin combination therapy inhibited Ovcar8-IP tumor growth to an even greater 

degree, with almost a 75% drop in number of foci and tumor weight in comparison to the 

controls (Figure 7, B and C). A similar trend was seen for proportion of mice developing 
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ascites, with 4/4 MSN-siQ and MSN-si419H treated mice, 2/4 cisplatin treated mice, and 

1/4 combination treated mouse developing ascites. There was significant reduction in weight 

(p=0.0084) and number (p=0.0046) of disseminated masses between cisplatin + MSN-siQ 

and cisplatin + MSN-si419H treated mice, but this trend did not reach statistical significance 

for total tumor weight (p=0.1183). This is likely the result of greater MSN-siRNA uptake by 

the disseminated masses than primary tumor (Figure 6B).

Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first example of silencing TWIST utilizing a nanoparticle 

delivery system in EOC. We demonstrate delivery and efficacy of chemically modified 

siRNA against TWIST in EOC; significant TWIST knockdown was achieved with a 

modified third generation PAMAM dendrimer and a silica nanoparticle in vitro. TWIST 

was chosen as a target for our siRNA approach because TWIST and its target genes 

have been shown to be highly affiliated with metastasis, EMT, drug resistance, and poor 

prognosis 7,36–39. Successful knockdown of TWIST leads to a decrease in motility, followed 

by an increase in chemotherapy sensitivity in ovarian cancer 39. This effect has also been 

previously shown in other cancers 15,40. The delivery of our siRNA by YTZ3–15 was shown 

to have a profound effect on both TWIST silencing and chemoresistance in the EOC model. 

Silencing TWIST via the YTZ3–15 dendrimer substantially increased chemosensitivity, 

decreasing cell survival by more than 50% (Figure 2E). These data add to the growing 

evidence that TWIST is a clinically significant therapeutic target.

The PEI coated MSNs developed for this study successfully delivered siRNA into Ovcar8-IP 

ovarian cancer cells in vitro (Figure 4). This delivery also led to substantial knockdown 

of TWIST (Figure 4C). Our results demonstrate si419H’s efficacy both in vitro and in 
vivo. Fluorescence microscopy demonstrated appropriate localization of MSN + Alexa-647 

labeled siRNA in the lysosomes of EOC cells (Figure 4B), which lead to successful 

silencing of TWIST within 24 hours and complete absence of expression within one week 

(Figure 4C). As with YTZ3–15 delivery, MSN-delivered si419H sensitized EOC cells to 

cisplatin treatment (Figure 4D). In vivo, delivery of TWIST siRNA leads to significant 

impediment of metastatic growth in siTWIST treated mice in combination with cisplatin, 

reducing tumor weight almost 80% (Figure 7), compared to the siQ control. The observed 

decrease in tumor burden is mostly due to abrogated TWIST expression in EMT-mediated 

disseminated masses. These findings strongly support our assertion that TWIST is an 

important therapeutic target in EOC.

One of the main advantages of our system is its safety and specificity. The MSN-siRNA 

only localized to tumor sites and no other tissues or organs. It has previously been shown 

that the MSNs’ size (120 nm) allows intravenously administered nanoparticles to escape 

through leaky vascular structure at the tumor site through the enhanced permeability and 

retention effect 41–43, however the mechanism for the observed tumor specificity following 

IP injection is under current investigation. It has been shown that PEI coating on the 

particle facilitates MSN uptake into tumor cells 44. It is also possible that MSN uptake 

by tumor associated macrophages may be partially responsible for the tumor targeting and 

efficacy we have seen, however further research is needed to confirm this. The IP route of 
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administration is making gains in human trials and isnideal for TWIST targeting, as TWIST 

is silenced in adult tissues in the peritoneal cavity, limiting on-target, off-tumor effects 

of the siRNA strategy. Furthermore, our study corroborates earlier reports that MSNs are 

well tolerated and non-toxic at the concentrations used here 14,45,46. Analysis of peritoneal 

organs at necropsy suggested no harmful effects to the specimens, as determined by a 

certified veterinary pathologist. However, additional experimentation is needed to evaluate 

the possible side effects of siRNA therapy including immune stimulation and off-target 

responses, which may be factors in this approach to cancer treatment 29,47.

The potential for these MSNs is vast due to their mesoporous nature as compared to other 

dense nanoparticles, such as gold or carbon. Additional studies will focus on exploiting the 

MSN pore structure, including the ability to create nanovalves on the surface of MSNs that 

provide an open/close function in order for anticancer drugs to be stored in the pores. Drugs 

are released when MSNs encounter conditions that open the valves, such as low pH or an 

external stimulus such as an oscillating magnetic field 23–28. MSNs can also be modified 

with targeting moieties such as hyaluronic acid (HA). Since HA is a native ligand for CD44, 

which is overexpressed and correlates with worse prognosis in EOC 48,49, we hypothesize 

this will lead to enhanced uptake into tumors, especially in primary tumors, which in this 

study showed limited siRNA uptake in vivo.

Overall, this project serves to demonstrate that an MSN-siRNA approach can provide 

significant benefit in an EOC model, and sets the stage for future advances for IP delivery 

of therapeutics for EOC. Future work will focus on multifunctional MSNs, incorporating 

cytotoxic drug delivery and targeting moieties, in multiple cancer models.
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Figure 1. 
A. TWIST schematic showing the basic DNA binding domain, helix-loop-helix dimerization 

motif, and C-terminal protein-binding WR domain. B. Reactivation of TWIST in cancers 

induces an epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT), which in turn has been shown 

to lead to metastasis and acquired drug resistance. C. Sequences of two TWIST siRNAs 

targeting the coding region of TWIST mRNA. D. Validation of siRNA. Lipofectamine 

2000 was used to transfect A2780R cells with si419 or si494. Western blot reveals robust 

TWIST knockdown over three days post transfection. shRNA targeting TWIST is shown as 

a positive control for knockdown. E. Without a carrier, no siRNA enters target cells.
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Figure 2. 
A. YTZ3–15 PAMAM dendrimer used in these studies. Lipid tails (green) encourage 

formation of micelle structures once dendrimers are complexed with siRNA (B.), which 

is bound by terminal amines (pink). C. siQ control siRNA tagged with AlexaFluor-647 

is efficiently taken up by A2780R and Ovcar8 cells. Scale bar, 100 μm. D. Both TWIST 

siRNAs, when delivered using YTZ3–15, result in knockdown of TWIST in A2780R cells, 

but even 100nM siRNA produces only minimal knockdown in Ovcar8. E. SRB assay reveals 

that A2780R cells are sensitized to cisplatin following treatment with YTZ3–15-si494 

complexes. IC50 is reduced from ~200 to ~20 μM.
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Figure 3. 
A. Schematic of an MSN with pore structure (white). MSNs used in these studies have 

a PEI coating (purple layer) which binds siRNA (orange). Monomer structure for PEI 

is shown below. B. Transmission electron micrograph of MSNs. Particles are of uniform 

diameter, ~120 nm. C. A2780R and Ovcar8 cells efficiently take up MSNs loaded with 

siQ-AlexaFluor-647. Scale bar, 100 μm. D. In both cell lines, si419 and si494 loaded onto 

MSNs produce robust TWIST knockdown lasting one week post transfection, although 

TWIST protein remains at 24 hours post transfection.
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Figure 4. 
A. In preparation for in vivo studies, si419 was chemically modified to include 2’-O-

methyluracil and inverted abasic ribose caps on the passenger strand. This siRNA is termed 

si419H. B. Confocal microscopy demonstrates MSN delivery of siRNA to Ovcar8-IP cells. 

siQ-AlexaFluor-647 (blue) colocalizes with lysosomes and late endosomes, as stained by 

LysoTracker (red), reflecting proper trafficking of MSNs to allow siRNA release. C. Western 

blot confirms that si419H knocks down TWIST in Ovcar8-IP cells, including at the 24 hour 

timepoint. Knockdown is still effective one week post treatment. D. SRB cell survival assay 

reveals that TWIST knockdown sensitizes Ovcar8-IP cells to cisplatin. si419H performs 

similarly to unmodified si419. Ovcar8 is more sensitive than A2780R (Figure 2E), hence a 

less pronounced effect of TWIST on drug response in Ovcar8-IP.
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Figure 5. 
A,C,E. Necropsy images of mice treated with siQ-AlexaFluor-647 on consecutive days 

reveal localization of MSN-siRNA complexes to the tumor. GFP fluorescence shows all 

Ovcar8-IP tumor cells within the abdominal cavity. siQ-AlexaFluor-647 fluorescence is 

concentrated in the large disseminated mass located near the stomach. B,D,F. Imaging of 

individual organs reveals that negligible quantities of MSNs are found in the uterus, liver, 

kidney, or spleen. siQ-AlexaFluor-647 fluorescence is mostly found in disseminated tumors, 

including a lesion on the liver surface, with limited signal from the primary tumor. Units for 

luminescence are photons/sec/cm2/steradian.
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Figure 6. 
A. Bioluminescence imaging of Ovcar8-IP tumors. Tumors treated with cisplatin plus 

MSN-siQ emit noticeably weaker signal than MSN-siQ only control mice, while those 

treated with cisplatin plus MSN-si419H exhibit a further loss of signal. B. Quantification of 

bioluminescence for all four weeks of treatment as depicted in A for weeks 1 and 4. Units 

for luminescence are photons/sec/cm2/steradian.
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Figure 7. 
A. Mice treated with MSN-siQ only have greater numbers and sizes of tumors than TWIST 

knockdown mice. Cisplatin treatment eliminated much of the tumor mass, but a combination 

of cisplatin and TWIST knockdown yielded the cleanest peritoneal cavity at the conclusion 

of the experiment. Arrows indicate tumor foci. One representative image shown per group 

(n=4). B. Quantification of numbers of disseminated masses seen in images of mice, as 

seen in A. Cisplatin treatment reduced metastasis incidence by approximately 50%, while 

combination of cisplatin with MSN-si419H reduced this 75%. C. Quantification of tumor 

weight for disseminated masses only (left) and total tumor including primary in ovaries 
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(right). Cisplatin, with or without TWIST knockdown, produced a significant drop in 

tumor weight. Addition of si419H led to a significant decrease in disseminated tumor mass 

(p=0.0084), and a drop in total tumor mass as well (p=0.1183). si419 alone did not produce 

a statistically significant change in tumor weight.
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